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These new cards easily demystify the science of Palmistry and will have you reading hands like a

seasoned professional in no time. Compare your hand with each card and discover the insight and

awareness into your personal path to power, success, romance and fulfillment. These easy-to-read

cards explain in detail: life purpose, romantic possibilities, true career calling and talents, abilities

and potentials. Palmistry Cards is the most informative and entertaining way to read hands ever.
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I bought these cards thinking there'd be the information on things like the love line, heart line, life

line, etc. It is more an identity system of reading, which I guess you can use to foretell an in general

destiny based on the personality characteristics read in your hands. Not about anything specific

such as living a long life or being lucky in love. The palmistry of the lines in your hand in these cards

are called things like the communication chakra or the comprehension chakra and also lists in

general "key ideas" such as "concentration" or "introspection". It is titled as the human ley line

system.The cartoon-like graphics aren't good. Also, some of the pictures looked very similar, and it

was not immediately obvious how they differed when choosing that particular identifying mark. The

first four cards are about being an earth hand, water hand, fire hand, or air hand, and their pictures

at first look appear to be about the thickness of the fingers, and not the shape of the hand or finger

length which is the explanation? There is further information about the differences on the back of the

cards.So, if you're looking for information on things like a love line, heart line, or life line, these cards



don't cover them. Nor was there any instruction on how to use any of these personality indicators to

foretell the future. Just a blurb about developing potent inner realizations.

These cards are great fun. Each one has a picture of a hand with a certain line or characteristic on

them, then you can check it against your hand to see if you have that particular trait. They aren't

technically worded, so you don't have to worry about not knowing palmistry, and it's not like you

have to be a psychic or something, either. These aren't like tarot cards, where you need to do a lot

of studying, or need to know esoteric symbolism. You just look at the card and look at your own

hand. Can you handle that? Yes, I think you can.The all-over look of the cards is very nice; the

cover makes it look old-fashioned, like it's from the days of yore. It almost has a 19th century feel to

it. It also comes with a little instruction book that is packed with information.I brought these to work,

and everyone was all over them. We all had a lot of fun looking for "lines we had."

These cards are well illustrated, the "key points" are very helpful, and overall this set of cards is a

great way to introduce palm reading to anybody! The only thing I didn't like was that the cards were

repetitive..........and I also didn't like that they were big....but you can't have everything, and I say

that you should get this set if you are interested in learning palmistry!

I enjoy using the deck of cards concept as a basic learning technique (like decks for yoga

instruction). This set is well illustrated, well organized and gives a great overview of palmistry.

Obviously if you are interested in learning more you will need to get more comprehensive material,

or perhaps take a class. But this deck is fun and informative and I highly recommend it.

I bought these cards due to a recommendation another buyer had written. They were right, they are

entertaining! There are several cards in each of several categories, and they're absolutely delightful.

I love them, and am using them as one of the things for people to explore while they're waiting their

turn in group events of readings. Of course, if you're looking for serious and totally accurate

information, you would want to explore more in-depth materials. Even then, I think you'd enjoy

having this card set.

I believe that the author, Vernon has a unique and profound style for palm reading.These cards

make great study guide tools. This is because, I believe that the explanation on the back of the

cards may not be enough to help a beginner to thoroughly understand the meaning and what they



are actually looking at.I would recommend pairing this book with his other book: The Secret Code

on Your Hands: An Illustrated Guide to Palmistry, by Vernon Mahabal - in the back of this book, he

recommends a few different authors. If you pair this with just ANY palm reading book, the

interpretations may clash.I feel that this item could use a guide booklet to explain a little bit more

information per card.The art work is pretty and eye-catching.

My husband is the one that is using these cards. He is really in to that.He likes them quite a bit and

it is probably easier to use than a book ina lot of instances

The cards have a lot of helpful information and the quality of the card and thickness is very goid.
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